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« The future is Fintech » 

• Does this statement is true? Indeed it is true! 

• Of course Fintech should radically change and redefine payment landscape and 
finance in general 

• It has the potential to leave Banks and Market Infrastructures (MI’s )behind if 
they fail to react 

• It is the starting point of a major bank and market infrastructure necessary  
TRANSFORMATION 

• What does it mean for Corporate treasurers? Potentially lots of opportunities 
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What does transformation mean for treasurers? 

• Corporate treasurers are a key actors in this DIGITAL PLAY but they were not on 
stage so far…  sort of simple and passive spectators of a show … 

• Of course, lots of (technical) issues are potentially impacting 

       them  (similar to some financial regulations) 

• Even if indirect impacts, they now need to participate to the show 

       and to a have a word, through EACT, for example, they should act  

       instead of suffering… 

• Corporates see OPPORTUNITIES when classic finance suppliers  

       see THREATS    

• What do treasurers look for?  More security, more transparency, lower costs, faster 
execution, better control, better traceability of operations….  

• Wishful thinking? Certainly not!     

• New entrants are perceived as fresh air and way to boost MI’s and Banks to adapt 
themselves…. DISRUPTION or EMULATION?                                   

• However, RISK will remain a key element to consider                
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Changes always offer opportunities too… 

• Revisiting its own process makes sense and is rather sane 

• Fintech’s could give us a wonderful opportunity to revamp our internal 
organization and not only on (e-)payments 

• FX market for example is already rife with non-bank participants and same with 
Trade Finance more recently 

• Are payments purely the domain of Banks via MI’s? 

• Banks and MI’s have been instrumental in driving radical changes in payments 
space over past years…  

• But now with PSD2, emergence of new expectations from customers and new 
technologies, things have radically changed! 

• Banks and MI’s are in general underprepared in embracing new technologies  

• They operate in a more constrained environment than their non-bank 
participants (e.g. Reg’s, KYC, IT systems, money laundering, etc…)… the opposite of 
Fintech’s 

• Partnerships could be part of the solution… 
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FinTech, an impending revolution? 
 

• Are Fintech companies becoming the new Eldorado? Sort of virtual gold?  

• Having anything to do with them, or talking about them, amounts to turning IT 
development into gold 

• “FinTech” buzz word…. however, you may wonder what lurks behind these 2 
words run together 

• Does it represent a threat or an opportunity? Perhaps both 

• For corporates, there is no doubt – enormous opportunities 

• For Banks and Market Infrastructures, enormous threats unless they get their act 
together  

• Banks and MI’s should become PROACTIVE rather than simply REACTIVE 

• Might we say it is a break with the past and a new paradigm – one step further in 
bank and market infrastructure disintermediation?  

 

“The future is already here, it’s just not evenly distributed yet” (William Gibson) 
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Innovation is not doing things faster… 

• Innovation is not doing things faster… but being MORE EFFECIENT 

• This technological paradigm could take time…  

• The obstacles to overcome are significant (e.g. laws, legacy systems, reluctance to 
changes, weight of IT investment for banks, difficult economic situation, increased 
competition with “shadow banking”, new PSD2 with opening of bank systems to 
API’s, etc…) 

• It’s for easy to clearly see what will ultimately happen… but one thing is for sure: 
the way pay today will completely change in future 
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Banks and MI’s, may not like the new 
technologies, but you can't ignore them 

 

• It is difficult to find your way amongst the profusion of new services and new 
solutions, and to decide which ones will succeed and which will not 

• This is a train that is about to leave and you know fully well you have to catch it, 
even though you may not know where it will take you  

• Doing nothing and staying on the platform would be the biggest mistake a bank 
or MI could make  

• A bank or market infrastructure cannot stand on the side lines and suffer, it must 
be proactive and put itself in a position to gain a competitive advantage over the 
competition, or just to survive 
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Fintech’s are a bit like JEOPARDY! 

• They have the ANSWER… Banks and MI’s have certainly the QUESTION... 

• These young entrepreneurs have ideas and solutions without necessarily knowing 
there is a problem they could possibly solve! 

• It’s why COOPERATION model could be the solution in order to take the best of 
both worlds… 
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Digital breach with the past will transform  
banking industry profoundly (1/2) 

 
• Simple choice: either you do as the taxi drivers and try to block the inevitable or 

instead you go down the road of an alliance or take on the UBER drivers on their 
own ground 

• But 1 thing is for sure: doing nothing is to sentence yourself to death in the short 
term 

• Fintech’s are becoming invisible, efficient, practical and better value, while at the 
same time becoming an integral part of the everyday life of individuals 

• By contrast, one response by the banks will probably involve industry 
consolidation 

• Unfortunately this is only a partial answer to this ”Uberisation” of the finance 
industry 

• Things are moving so fast that this supposed retail customer loyalty will not last a 
long  
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Digital breach with the past will transform  
banking industry profoundly (2/2) 

 

• Banks could play a role if they try to offer a variety of payment methods. They 
could provide the security of a bank alongside the option of choosing your 1/3 
counterparty  

• Emergence of a new generation of retail and corporate customers  (including 
Millennials generation Z), which operates differently and is looking for other ways 
of working 

• Banks are seeing customers age without seeking to capture new (younger) 
customers of the future 

• Lots of bankers could lose their job in future because of these gains in productivity 
and new tech’sTo give to these financial start-ups the cold shoulder, as the record 
industry did with the first digital pieces, would be a fatal error  
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The upsurge in Fintech companies (1/2) 
 

• IT technology is evolving by leaps and block chain technology is certainly the invention 
that, like the internet, can and should revolutionise our lives 

• It will be to treasury what the invention of the steam engine was to the development 
of industry: a true revolution 

• Whether the banks manage to band together with initiatives such as R3 CEV / GPII 
(i.e. Global Payment Innovation Initiative) and create their own protocol, making their 
in-house systems interoperable, is a crucial and valid question 

• We may think that this technology would act as a catalyst for innovation and change 

• In payments and FX industries in particular, between counterparties, this technology 
will profoundly change traditional systems and conventional arrangements that we 
know today 

• Bank disintermediation combined with a side lining of intermediaries who will no 
longer be needed 

• Clearing houses and other correspondent banks will surely have to evolve and to 
change  
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The upsurge in Fintech companies (2/2) 
 

• The trick will be to transform to ensure that there is still a real reason for their 
existence and to maintain a key role in the new landscape 

• The paradox lies in the fact that block chains provide decentralisation, open access 
and transparency by the very nature of the underlying technology and through the 
instant checking and identification of the transaction, with no risk of fraud and 
with great security  

• The things that banks were supposed to provide, and that cost them a huge 
amount of money, are now becoming accessible at lower cost through others 

• This may cause the banks to lose their privileged position of control 

• If the banks manage to organise themselves, reduce their costs and avoid low 
value-added work, then they will emerge from this digital revolution as winners… 
although far from being easy  

• Economic environment, tight financial regulations, technology and the need for 
security are fostering the development of this ecosystem based on Fintech’s, 
which everyone is acclaiming and planning to promote  

• However, there are barriers to changes (e.g. not adapted laws, weight of bank 
legacy, uses and habits, search for security, weak financial structure of Fintech’s, …) 
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Expectations of Corporate Treasurers in terms of 
technological developments 

• Ideally, they would like to reduce cost of transfer; to secure further transfers / e-payments  
to accelerate payments; to be able to track payments and get traceability through the 
whole process (more transparency) and eventually to open access to multiple means of 
payments (to pay or to collect) with the increase of B2C business model shift                             

• Wishful thinking? With Block Chain and new tech’s, we don’t think so. It’s question of 
time… 

• Tech’s and FinTech’s in particular will open room (as expected by EU with PSD2) to new 
providers and to increase competition among market players… even if it is at the expenses 
of banks and MI’s 

• Treasurers see opportunities to develop products that didn’t exist before and that offer 
flexibility (e.g. « Dynamic Discounting »; new e-payment and instant payments; etc…) 

• Treasurers should save millions of EUR with new technologies (e.g. block chain is like 
comparing a mail by post for one EUR and an e-mail for free…) 

• Innovation doesn’t mean doing the same thing faster but being more efficient 
• Customer experience is more important than ever… 
 
  « One banker out of two could lose his job in the next 10 years »  
  according to Anthony Jenkins (CEO of HSBC) 
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The best is still to come! 
 

• The challenge for banks/market infrastructures is not knowing whether they should go 
down that road, but how to do it and how far to go  no choice but to re-think the LT 
strategies in order to keep competing against more agile FinTech’s solutions 

• The problem is that in their structure and workings, they are not made for innovation and 
change 

• So when that happens it takes a certain amount of time because of their intrinsic inertia   

• Technology is going to revolutionise the world of banking and finance 

• Technology will also speed up disintermediation even further 

• Innovate or die isn’t an exaggeration – “Eat or be eaten”… 

• “Uberization” means “disintermediation” (the more you digitalize, and revisit business 
models, the more you disintermediate banking services) 

 

 

“There is no point to defend the world  

of yesterday when we can build the world 

 of tomorrow” (Peter Drucker)  
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Final remarks 

• The technological paradigm will take time but will come, no doubt! 

• The obstacles to overcome are significant however entrance barriers are never high 
enough… 

• The solution could come from collaboration among banks and non-traditional 
players… do not forget FinTech’s remain financially fragile 

• Far from clear what will ultimately emerge and who’ll be in winner camp or not 

• Don’t try to resist as taxi men with Uber, better to adapt yourself! 

• Disruptions and new competitors offer room for challenging the historical market 
players and to also potentially boost them to revisit their business models and way 
to operate. It is a sane process and improvements should result from these FinTech’s 
(evolution for existing players and/or new players) 

• Uberization and Fintech’s will mean for banks more disintermediation  

• This is a new economic revolution… the « fourth (digital) wave » ? 
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The question is not IF, WHAT or HOW but WHEN! 
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«Which come into the world to disturb nothing deserves neither 
respect nor patience » (René Char « A la santé du serpent ») 
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